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ABSTRACT
We propose “average regret ratio” as a metric to measure
users’ satisfaction after a user sees k selected points of a
database, instead of all of the points in the database. We
introduce the average regret ratio as another means of multi-
criteria decision making. Unlike the original k-regret opera-
tor that uses the maximum regret ratio, the average regret
ratio takes into account the satisfaction of a general user.
While assuming the existence of some utility functions for
the users, in contrast to the top-k query, it does not re-
quire a user to input his or her utility function but instead
depends on the probability distribution of the utility func-
tions. We prove that the average regret ratio is a supermod-
ular function and provide a polynomial-time approximation
algorithm to find the average regret ratio minimizing set for
a database.

1. INTRODUCTION
Representing a set of points with a few data points which

best satisfy users’ expectations is a problem with many ap-
plications. As an example, consider a website that allows
users to find and book hotels. Imagine the case that users’
preferences are not known. The user may not know exactly
what kind of a room he or she is looking for, or may not be
willing to input his or her preferences. Besides, the website
owner may want to give suggestions to a user before he or
she inputs his or her criteria. A problem now will be that
which hotels should be shown to the user.

This problem has been treated in the literature using dif-
ferent approaches. Skyline queries proposed by Borzsony
et al. [1], which select the points to be in the skyline of a
dataset, and top-k queries, which select k points based on
a specific user’s preferences, are two ways of addressing the
problem.

Another approach towards the problem is using the idea
of regret ratio. The regret ratio of a user after seeing a subset
of the points in a database is a measure of how disappointed
the user is with the selected points. Hence, the regret ratio
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measures how“unhappy”a user is with a subset of points. As
such, minimizing the regret ratios of the users is a suitable
means of selecting representative points from a database.

In this paper, we use the idea of the regret ratio to select a
few representative points from a database. We propose the
measure of average regret ratio which evaluates how well the
points are selected by calculating the average of the regret
ratios of all the users. Using the average regret ratio, we
can measure how users, on average, feel about the points.
Hence, we can select the points that will on average be the
most suitable for the users by minimizing the average regret
ratio. In addition, the selection of the points using the av-
erage regret ratio, unlike the top-k queries, does not require
the users to input their preferences, and in contrast to the
skyline queries, returns a fixed number of points indepen-
dent of the number of criteria involved.

Regret ratio has been used by Nanongkai et al. [4] who
introduced the k-regret operator, an operator which outputs
k points from a database to minimize the maximum regret
ratio of a user. However, the k-regret operator suffers from
the drawback that it only considers the regret ratio of the
most unhappy user, and will be skewed towards the least
satisfied users only, ignoring the other users. Hence, with
only few very dissatisfied users and many satisfied ones, the
maximum regret ratio may not be an accurate measure of
the satisfaction of the users. On the other hand, the average
regret ratio will not be biased towards a few dissatisfied
users, and will give a better impression of how a user in
general feel towards the selected points.

In what follows, we use the minimization of the average
regret ratio to select k data points from a database. For this,
we first define the average regret ratio formally and discuss
how it can be calculated. Then, we present an algorithm
that returns k data points which minimize the average regret
ratio to within a small factor of the best possible solution
and we present our experimental results on how well the
algorithm works in comparison with other existing methods.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
To define the problem, we need to introduce a few con-

cepts. First, we assume that the happiness of the users can
be expressed using a utility function. Hence, a utility func-
tion, f, is a mapping f : Rd+ → R+ where f(p) is the utility
of a point p for a user with the utility function f . A util-
ity function shows how “happy” a user is with a data point.
Then, we define the regret ratio of a user with the utitliy
function f after seeing a subset S of a database D to be

rrD(S, f) =
maxp∈D f(p)−maxp∈S f(p)

maxp∈D f(p)
. As such, the regret ra-



tio measures how dissapointed (or unhappy) a user is after
seeing a subset of the database, by calculating the maximum
possible utility or satisfaction the user can gain from seeing
the subset and the original database. Then, we can define
the average regret ratio as arrD(S) =

∫
f∈F rrD(S, f)η(f)df ,

where η(f) is the probability distribution function of the
utility functions of different users and F is the set of all of
the utility functions. The average regret ratio, therefore, is
the expected regret ratio of a user. With this, the general
problem of selecting k representative points from a database
can be written as follows.

Problem Definition. Given a d-dimensional database
D of size n, a set F of utility functions of size N , the prob-
ability distribution function of the utility functions η(.) and
an integer k, find a set S, where S ⊆ D, of cardinality k for
which arrD(S) is the least. i.e.

S = argminS′⊆D,|S′|=karrD(S′)

3. CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE RE-
GRET RATIO

The calculation of the average regret ratio, arrD(·), in-
volves calculating the average of the regret ratios of all the
utility functions. If the set of the utility functions is defined
on a discrete space, we can calculate the average regret ratio
by summing for all the utility functions their regret ratios
multiplied by their probabilities. But, if the distribution of
the utility functions is continuous, the calculation of the av-
erage regret ratio requires the calculation of a d-dimensional
integral. Since the calculation of such an integral is costly,
we use a sampling approach instead. We select N utility
functions based on the probability distribution of the util-
ity functions and calculate the average regret ratio by tak-
ing the average of regret ratios for these N sampled utility
function. For this, we need to choose a value for N that
approximates the true value of the average regret ratio with
a high confidence and within a reasonable error parameter.
We prove that given a confidence parameter σ ∈ [ 0, 1] and
an error parameter ε ∈ [ 0, 1] , if the sampling size N is at

least
3ln( 1

σ
)

ε2
, then with the confidence of at least 1 - σ, the

calculated average regret ratio is within ε of its true value.

4. ALGORITHM
We provide an approximation algorithm that outputs k

points from a dataset that minimize the average regret ra-
tio of a user. We first prove that the average regret ratio
is a monotonically non-increasing supermodular set func-
tion. Based on this and an algorithm suggested by Il’ev [2]
for minimizing a supermodular set function, we propose a
greedy algorithm that minimizes the average regret ratio.
This greedy algorithm initializes the solution set S to be
equal to the dataset D. Then, it iterates from n to n − k
and at each iteration removes the point from S whose re-
moval increases the average regret ratio the least. If Alg is
the solution returned by this algorithm and Opt is the op-

timal solution, and h(S) = arrD(S), then, h(Alg)
h(Opt)

≤ et−1
t

,

where t = s
1−s and s is h’s steepness, where steepness is the

maximum possible marginal decrease of a function.
The calculation of the average regret ratio based on the

method explained above takes time O(dnN) and there are
O(n2) iterations in the greedy algorithm. So, the total run-
ning time of the algorithm is O(dNn3). This, however, can

be improved empirically using an R*-tree data structure and
by means of heuristics. For instance, at each iteration of the
algorithm, instead of going through all the N users to calcu-
late the average regret ratio, we can keep track of the users
whose regret ratio changes in each iteration of the algorithm,
and calculate the regret ratios only for those users.

5. EXPERIMENTS
WORST-OUT-GREEDY MRR-GREEDY MAX-DOM-GREEDY
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Figure 1: Results on the House-6d dataset, varying k

We ran experiments on real and synthetic datasets to mea-
sure how well our proposed algorithm works in comparison
with other existing algorithms. The algorithms were im-
plemented in C++ and were run on machines with 2.26GHz
CPUs and 32GB RAM. For the sake of space, we only present
one of the results here. A real dataset with 127,931 points in
6 dimensions called House-6d (http://www.ipums.org) was
used in the experiment, with 10,000 utility functions sam-
pled from a uniform distribution on the linear class of the
utility functions (note that the distribution of the utility
functions in real world can be obtained from search logs or
rating systems, by recording users’ activities and using ma-
chine learning techniques). The algorithm proposed by us is
called worst-out-greedy and the two other algorithms are
mrr-greedy, proposed by Nanongkai et al. [4], designed for
the maximum regret ratio operator and max-dom-greedy
proposed by Lin et al. [3], which selects k points that domi-
nate the most number of points in the skyline of the dataset.

As illustrated by Figure 1, worst-out-greedy results in
a very low average regret ratio and the average regret ratio
for the algorithm mrr-greedy drops drastically when k, the
number of the selected points, increases. Besides, max-dom-
greedy results in a larger average regret ratio. The running
time of max-dom-greedy is smaller than a second for all
values of k, while the running time of mrr-greedy increases
to more than 10 seconds when k increases. However, max-
dom-greedy has a much larger running time.
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